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Benefits:

➢ Save time
Any authorized member of 
the organization can 
program the application 
themselves without having 
to without having to wait.

➢ Increase productivity
Developers will focus on 
more complex applications 
which already require more 
knowledge of programming 
code.

➢ Reduce costs
Business or operational 
staff who know exactly how 
things work, can perform 
the steps themselves 
without having to explain 
them to more technical 
specialists.

➢ Speed up operations
Rapid application 
development, helps 
companies respond more 
quickly toto market 
business opportunities 
more quickly.

SII POWER PLATFORM

No-code solutions

Sii Power Platform no-code solutions are a force that enable enterprises to 
digitise faster and processes. They make it easier for firms to adapt to change, 
decide on new solutions more quickly, and innovate tools and new solutions 
and innovate tools and processes that will give them a competitive competitive 
advantage in the future, faster and better.

Enterprises are striving for greater by investing in digital tools for their 
employees. This will increase efficiency, eliminate repetitive, unproductive tasks 
and increase productivity. Work that can be accessed from anywhere, both 
stationary and mobile.

Our Sii Power Platform no-code solutions gives you the comprehensive 
solution. We will create an environment for your business- from an audit 
to advising on the best solutions and how to manage and administer such tools. 
While maintaining full data security. We will also provide you with detailed 
information on the environment to be used, and together we will develop rules 
to prevent data loss. 

We show you how to manage data integration and analysis. Everything
to unlock maximum value based on Microsoft tool on your regular daily basis.

As an experienced Partner of Microsoft (Competency Star 2023), we know how

to use the potential of the Power Platform tools.

Sii Power Platform no-code solutions are tailored to the unique requirements,

the possibilities and examples grow sky-high, it all depends on your needs:

➢ For example: Mobile Apps, Data reporting, workflow automation, employee

onboarding, project management, inventory management, expense tracking,

health and safety compliance, CRM.

Using the no-code tools of the Microsoft Power Platform, we will launch a new 

era of change in your company, based on a change management policy, 

to create innovative no-code solutions with full employee involvement



Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes

✓ You take care of your business development - we take care of the cloud

✓ Our architects will support you in the latest technologies

✓ We are ready to maintain your infrastructure with dedicated support team
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Why Sii
600 certifed experts

Solution Architects, Network Engineers, Security 
Engineers, DevOps Architects, Data Engineers, Azure 
Administrators, Azure Developer, Cybersecurity 
Artchitects, D365 Consultants, Power BI Analysts

Leading cloud services

Microsoft Azure, Microsoft 365, Dynamics 365, 
Power Platform

Innovative industry solutions

For manufacturing banking, healthcare, real 
estate and public sectors

End-to-end Project Support

Mrom preliminary data analysis, target model 
creation, implementation on dedicated devices 
to maintenance
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Offer – One-stop shop

Digital

Software Development 

& Maintenance

Embedded

Service Desk  

Enterprise Software: Adobe, Atlassian, 

Google Workspace, Microsoft 365, 
Salesforce, SAP, ServiceNow

Business Services

Trainings
Engineering

Testing & Quality Assurance

Cloud & IT Infrastructure

Cybersecurity 

Data & Analytics 

Artificial Intelligence
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